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What Applicative Heads Apply To'
Liina Pylkkanen

1 Introduction
While applicalivc constructions appear to have similar meanings across
languages. their syntactic properties differ. For example. both English and
Chaga have a double object construction with an applied, benefactive,
argument, but only in Chaga can such a benefactive participant be added to
an unergativc verb:
(I )

(2)

English:
a.
I baked a cake.
I ran.
c.

b.

I baked him a cake.

d.

*1 ran him.

(i.c. I ran for him)

Chaga:
a.
N-li-Y-lyi-i-a
rh -ka k-elya
FOC-I s-PR-eat-APPL-FY
I-wife 7-food
'He is eating food for his wife'
b.
N-a-i-zric-i- a
mbitya.
FOC-I s-PR-eat-APPL-FY
9 friend
'He is running for a friend' (Bresnan and Moshi 1993: 49-50)
~

In this paper I argue that the semantic similarity between the English
and the Chaga bcncfactives is only apparent. Specifically, I argue that in
Chaga, the applicative head relates an individual to the event described by
the YP, following Marantz (1993), while in English, the applieative head
relates an individual to the direct object (ef. Pesetsky 1995). I argue that
applicative constructions crosslinguistically splil into these two different
types and show how this proposal derives a host of applicative asymmetries

wish to thank especially Alec Marantz and Shig:eru Miyagawa for many
helpful discu,ssions on these materials. Thanks go also to David Pesctsky. Irene
Heim. Larry Hyman. Sam Mchombo. Cristina Cuervo. Paul Elbourne. Daniel
Harbour. Martha McGinnis. Elsi Kaiser. Amanda Seidl and the audiences of
WCCFLl9. the 24th Penn Linguistics Colloquium and tile MIT LingLunch as well as
the participants of the MIT Spring 2000 Lexicon Seminar. The Japanese data in this
paper report judgments of Ken Hiraiwa. Shinichiro Ishihara. Shigeru Miyagawa and
Shogo Suzuki to whom I am grateful for their time and patience.
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of the sorl in (I) and (2). I also app ly the lheory lO adversilY construclions in
Japanese and show how it accounts for famous asymmetries between 50called adversity passives and adversity causatiycs.

2 High and Low Applicatives
Since applicativc affixes add an argument to the verb. the most
straightforward hypothesis for their semantics is to say that they are e lements
which lake an event as their argument and introduce an individual which is
thematically related to that event. This. in essence. was the proposal in
Marantz 1993. Combining Marantz's theory with current assum ptions about
ex ternal arguments gives us a tree where both Appl and the external
argument introducing head Voice (Kratzer 1994) are functional elements
above the V/RootP which combine with it via Event Identification. The
Chaga benefactive in (2b). for examp le, receives the structure in (3).
(3) MaranlZ 1993. in the framework of Kralzer 1994:
VoiceP

/'--....

He

Ax.At!. EJ.ting(c) & Agcnt{e.x)& Thcmc{c.food) & Bcncfactivc(c.wifc)

/'--....

Voice
Ac. Eating(c) & Thcmc(c.food) & Bcncfaclive(c.wifc)
Ax.Ac. Agcnt(e.x)
/'--....
wife
Ax.Ae. EJ.ling(e) & Thcmc(c.food) & Bcncfactivc(c.x)

/'--....

ApplBcn

Ae. EJ.ting(e) & Thcme(c.food)
Ax .At!. Bcndactivc(c.x} /'--....

eat

food

Here the wife stands in a benefactive relation to the event of eatin g but bears
no relation to the object of eating. i.e. the food . This seems correct since the
wife could not plausibly enter into, say. a possessive relation with the food
as a result of somebody eating it. The same holds for instrumental
applicalives, such as the Chichewa one in (4), where the knife bears an
instrumental relation to the event of molding but no relation to the watcrpot:
(4)

Chichel1Ja Instrumental:
Mavuto a-na-umb-ir - a
mpcni mtsuko Mavuto
Mavulo SP-PAST-mold-APPL-ASP knife walerpot
'Mavulo molded the walerpol wilh a knife '
(Baker 19 88: 354)
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An interpretation where the applied argument bears no relation to the
direct object is, however, impossible in the English double object
construction. The sentence Jan e baked Bill a cake. for example , cannot mean
that Jane did the baking for Bill so that he wouldn't have to. Jane has to at
least intend that Bill gels the cake.
Since a relationship between the applied object and the direct object is
obligatory in English, examples where no such a relationship can be
construed are ungrammatical. Hence the Chaga benefactive in (2a) cannot be

expressed as an English double object construction: it is not possible that the
food enters into a possessive-like relationship with the wife as a result of the
husband eating it. Similarly in (5b), John's holding a bag does not plausibly
result in a relationship between Mary, the applied argument, and the bag and
therefore the sentence is ungrammatical.

(5) a.

*He ate the wife food.

b.

*John held Mary the bag.

The main claim of this paper is that the English and the Chaga
applicatives illustrate a general typology of applicative constructions.
Specifically, I propose that there arc two different types of applicative heads:
high applicatives, which denote a relation between an event and an
individual and low appiicatives, which denote a relation between two
individuals. High applicative heads attach above the Root and low
applicalive heads below it, as shown in (6):
(6) a.

High App/icarive (Chaga)

VoiceP
He
/
Voice
wife

b.

Low ApplicQlive (English)
VoiccP

Voice
bake
ApplB,"
eat

him
food

Appl

cake

Low applicative heads modify the direct object. They are interpreted as
directional possessive relations: [him[TO-THE-POSSESSION OF[cakeJJJ.'
The English double object construction, however. illustrates only one type of
low applicative: crosslinguistically, we find not only the to-the-possession-oj
relation but also a jrom-the-possession-oJ relation. These two possibilities

I

Goals.

Cf. Pesetsky's (1995) characterization of English applied objects as Possessor-
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receive different spell-outs in Finnish, where the case of the applied
argument depends on the directionality of the applicative relation.
Furthermore, Finnish transparently shows that the low applicative relation is
both directional and possessive since the cases assigned to low applied

arguments come from the locative-possessive paradigm. In the Finnish
locative case system, the adessivc. ablative and allativc cases arc interpreted
as possessive when combined with a potential possessor (generally

[+human]), as shown in the table below:
(7) The Finnish Locative cases

Purely locative

Possessive when noun is human

Incssive:
Tala-ssa 'in the house'

Adcssivc:
poydii-llii

Elativc:
Talo-sla 'from the house'

Mari-Lla
Ablative:
pdydii,!rii
Mari-ira

Illative:
Talo-on 'into the house'

Allativc :
pdydd-lle
Mari-lie

'on the table'
'in the possession ofMari'

' from the table'
'from the possession of Mari'

'onto the table'
'to the possession of Mar:'

The adessive case is purely possessive without directionality! as is shown in

(8a), The ablative and allativc cases, on the other hand, imply transfer of
possession and appear in double object constTuclions such as the ones in (Sb)

and (c):
(8) a.

Minu-lla on koira.

I-ADE
b,

is

dog

'I have a dog'
Liisa
kirjoiui Mati-lie

Liisa.NOM wrote
c,

Matti-ALL

kirjce-n,
letter-ACC

'Liisa wrote Matti a letter'
Liisa
myi
Mati-Ita

talo-n.

Liisa,NOM sold

house-ACC

Matti-ABL

'Liisa sold a house from Maui'
From now on, allative case is will be glossed as TOp (i.e. possessive
'lO' ) and ablative case as FROM p, according to their meanings. The data

given in (9) and (10) verify that both the TO and the FROM-applicatives
have the c-command and scopal properties of canonical double
constructions. In other words, the applied object both c-commands the direct

WHAT APPLICATIVE HEADS APPLY TO
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object (Barss and Lasnik 1986. Larson 1988) and necessarily scopcs over it
(e.g. Larson 1988. Aoun and Li 1989, Bruening 1999):'

(9) Applied object c-commands the direct object (variable binding)
a.

TO-applicativc
Mina
nayti-n
jokaise-llc opiskclija-llc hanen arvosana-nsa
LNOM show-I SG every-TO, student-TO, hislher gradc-PossCi
'1 showed every student their grade'

b.

FROM-applicative
Mina
kcrasi-n
jokaisc-lta opiskclija-lta hanen lopputy6-nsa
LNOM collect-I SG cvery-FROM, student-FROM, his/her
fi nal. project-PossCi
'I collected every student's final project from them'
(Lit: 'I cOllccted every student their final project')

(I 0) Applied object scopes over the direct object (inverse scope impossible)

a.

TO-applicative: -/ Applied3 > Direct,. *Direct. >Applied 3
Pekka
antoi
jollekin
tyto-lie jokaisen kirja-n.
Pekka.NOM gave
some.TO p girl-TOp every book-ACC
'Pekka gave some book to every girl'
(Kaiser 2000)

b.

FROM-applicative:"/ Applicd 3 > Direct"". *Directli >Applied 3
Pekka kerasi joltakin tytoltajokaisen kirja-n.
Pekka.NOM cOllected some.FROM p girl-FROM, every book.ACC
'Pekka collectcd all the books fTOm some girl'
(Lit: 'Pekka collected some girl all the books')

The proposal then is there are two basic types of applicatives: high
applicatives, where Appl is a relation between an event and the applied
object, and low applicatives. where Appl is a relation between the direct and
the applied objects. In the next section I show how various interactions
between transitivity and applicativization follow from this classification.

2 For a marc data and discussion of the c-command and scopal properties of the
Finnish double object construction and its PP alternant (whose properties match those
of its English correspondent). see Kaiser 2000.
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3 Applicatives and Transitivity
A straightforward prediction of the proposal outlined above is that deriving a
low applicativc from an unergative should be impossible since the low
applicative relation is a relation between the direct object and an applied
argument. High applicativcs, on the hand. should have no problem
combining with an unergative since high applicative heads simply relate
another participant to the event described by the VlRoatP. Thus we predict
that English and Finnish double object constructions should not be possible
from unergativcs while Chaga bcnefactivcs and Chichewa instrumentals
should be. and this is what we observe:

( II) *Low applicativc from uncrgativcs
a.

English
*1 ran him.

cr ran for him·)

b.

Finnish
*Minii juoksi-n Pcka-lJe.
I.NOM ran-I SG Pekka-TO p
·r ran for Pekk'

(12) v'High applicativc [Tom unergativcs
a.

Chaga benefactive
N-a-i-zrk-f- a
FOC-Is-PR-eat-APPL-FV
'He is running for a friend'

b.

mbuya"

9 friend
(Bresnan and Moshi 1993: 49-50)

Chichewa instrumental
Msangalatsi a-ku- yend-cr-a ndodo.

entertainer SP-PRES-walk-APPL-ASP stick
"The entertainer is walking with a stick" (Baker 1988: 379. ex 49)
Another much discussed applicalivc asymmetry has to do with the
possibility of adding an applied argument to a predicate with an implicit
object. Again the prediction of the theory argued for here is clear: since
implicit objects cannot be modified, (13), low applicalives should not
combine with them. High appiicatives, on the other hand, should show no
sensitivity to the implicitness or explicitness of the direct object since their
meaning makes no reference to it. This. in fact, is how the data pattern:
(13)

a.
b.

*1 ale raw.
*1 read John"s.

(i.e. I ate something that was raw)
(i.e. 1 read something that was John's,
OK only if elliptical)

WHAT APPLICATIVE HEADS APPLY TO
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' Low Applicative with an Implicit Object.
( 14) a.
Last night, I baked.
b.
' Last night, I bakcd him. (i.e. I baked him somethin g)
v'High App licative with an Implicit Object.
(15) a.
v'Chaga High Applicativc with an implicit object
N-Ci-i-Iyi-i-a
Ilt-ka
FOC- I s-PR-eat-AP-FY
I-wife
'He is eating for thc wife' (B res nan and Mos hi 1993:53)

b.

../Chichcwa Instrumental
mlcnjc
a-ku- Iemb-er-a
I-h unter I S-PRES-write-AP-FY

nlhenga
9feather

'The hunter is writin g an essay with a feather'

(Alsina and Mchombo 1993:36)
The core of my proposal then is that from the interpretati on of an
applicativc head we can predict its distribution , i.c .. whether it shows
sensitivity to the transiti vity of the structure it attaches to. 3 In the app licativc

literature, the constructions that arc here classified as high app licalivcs have
traditionally been call ed symmetric applicatives and the low app li catives
asymmetric app licatives (e.g. Baker 1988. Mchombo 1993. Seidl 1999). Thi s
terminology describes another applicali ve asymmetry: namely that with
symmetric (i.e. hi gh) app licatives both the ap plied and the direct obj ect
behave as true objects with respect to passivization and other tests, wh ile
with asymmetric (i.e. low) applicatives only the app lied argument shows a
fu B range of object properties. Since the focus of this paper is transitivity
restrictions, I wo n't discuss these other asymmetries here. However, for
current work on these topics within the present fTamewo rk, see McGinni s
2000.
The last section of this paper is devoted to showing how the
classification of app licative constructions proposed here also accounts for
famous transitivity asymmetries between Japanese adversity passives and
adversity causatives, which I argue to be applicati ve conslruclions.

3 Previous explanations of the transitivity restrictions of some appl icativcs have
relied on the assumption that uncrgativcs cannot ass ign casco which. however. is not
tcnable (e.g. I ran a mile. {laughed him ow of fhe room) (Marantz 1984. Baker

1988).
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4 Japanese Adversity Constructions
Japanese has two types of adversity constructions. One is the adversity
passive. where the verb occurs with the passive morpheme (r)a re. and the
other is the adversity causative. where the verb occurs with the causative
morpheme (s)ase (e.g. Oehrle and Nishio 1981. Miyagawa 1989. Kubo

1992. Kuroda 1979. 1993. Shibatani 1994. Harley 1995). The causative in
(l6b) ,

is thus

ambiguous between the regular causative interpretation shown

in ( 16b,i) and the adversity interpretation in (16b,ii):
( 16)

sin-are-tao
die-PASS -PAST
(adversity passive)

a.

Taroo-ga
musuko-ni
Taroo-NOM son-DAT
'Taro's son died on him '

b.

Taroo-ga
rnusuko-o
sin-ase-ta.
Taro-NOM son-ACC
die-CAUSE-PAST
(i) 'Taro caused his son to die'
(ii) 'Taro' s son died on him ' (adversity causative)

These constructions raise the following questions: (i) what is the source
of the affected argument, (ii) what is the relationship between the
morphology we see and the meaning we get and (iii ) what is the relationship
between the adversity passive and the adversi ty causative.
Starting with (iii), we know that the adversity causative and thc
adversity passive are not the same structure since the distribution of the
adversity causative has wel l-kn own restrictions that do not apply to the
adversity passive. First, the adversity causative is possib le only if there is a
possess ive-like relation between the affected argument and the direct object
while the adversity passive has no such restriction (Oehrle and Nishio 198 I).
Thus it is impossible to derive an advers ity causative from a predicate such
as the one in (18), rainfall. where the affected participant co uld not possibly
stand in a possessive-like relatio nship [Q the objec t. The corresponding
adversity passive is. however, fully grammatical.

( 17)

No plausible relationship between affected argument and the object:
a.

* Adversirv Causative
*Taroo-ga amc -o
Taroo-NOM rain- ACC
'Taro was rained on'

hur-ase-ta.
fall -CAUSE-PAST

WHAT APPLICATIVE HEADS APPLY TO

b.
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-./Adversitv Passive

Taroo-ga
arne-ni
Taroo-NOM rain-OAT

hur-are-ta.

fall-PASS-PAST

'Taro was rained on'
Second. the adversi ty causati ve cannot be deri ved from uncrgalives. while

lhe adversilY passive ca n (Harley 1995):

Un ergative roor;

(I S)

a.

* Adversif1

1

Causative

*Taroo-ga musuko-o saba-de
sob-asc-ta
Taro-NOM son-ACC
near-LOC
play-CAUSE-PAST
'Taro was adversely affeeled by his son playing ncar by"
b.

./Adversitr Passive

Taroo-ga
musuko-ni soba-de
asob-are-La
Taro-NOM son-OAT
near-LOC
play-PASS-PAST
'Taro was adversely affected by hi s son playing ncar by'

These distributional differences arc our fi rst clue to the structures of the
two constructions: the restrictions on the derivation of the adversity
causative arc exactly the same as the restrictions on the derivation of lo w
app licali ves. Hence we can construct examp les paraliel LO the grammatical
( 16b) and lO the ungram mal ieal ( 17a) and (l8a) wilh Finnish low fromapp licati ves:
( 19) a.

c.

"'Unaeeusalive:
Minu- Ila kuoli poika.
I-FROM, died son
'My son died on me'

b.

*No relationship:
*Minu-Ita satoi JUnla.
I-FROMp fe ll s now
'It snowed on me '

*Uncrgativc:
*Minu-ltajuoksi lapsi .
I-FROMp ran child
'My c hi ld ran on me'

My proposal then is that the affected argument of adversity causatives is
always introduced by a low app licativc head . Adversity passives. on the
hand, splil inlo lwo differenl slruelures, as Kubo 1992 also argues. Some of
them are high appl icati ves and others low. The difference between low
adversity passives and adversity causatives is that adversity causali ves
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include a causati ve head seop ing ove r a low app li cativc structure. Thus

Japanese has all of the three structures in (20):
(20) a.

Low adversity construction

(ad:i:~
APPLFROM
c.

son

b.

High adversity co nstructio n

(advers ity passive)

Tar~
fall

rain

Adversity causative

CAUSE
die
Taro
APPL FROM son

For reasons of space, the s tructure in (20a) is motivated here o nly by the
existence of the adversity causative: for the structure in (20c) to be possib le,
the structure in (20a) must be poss ible. In o ther words. causativi zati on forces
a low analys is on an adversity passive:' The structure in (20b) is mo tivated
by the fact that adversity passives can be buill on unergatives and that

examples such as the one in (l7b) arc possible. What I have n"t shown yet is
semantic evidence for the causativity of the adversity causative.
There are at least three type s of evidence pointing to the conclusio n that
the adversity causative asserts the existence of a causing event while the
adversity pass ive does not. First, the adversity causative combines with a byphrase naming the causing event while the adversity pass ive does not: s

J For additio nal diagnostics for fo rCing the low analysis. sec Kubo 1992. and fo r
arguments in favor o f an appli cative analysis and against the possessor rais in g that
Kubo pursues. Pylkkancn 2000,
S There is. however. one type of by-phrase. namely the de-phrase. which
comb ines with adversity passives. but thi s is irrelevant si nce the de-phrase also
combines with un accusatives and hence does not speci fy an implicit argument but
rather adds a cause.
AdJ.:ersiry Passi!'e:
Unllccusot; ,'e:
(i ) Taroo-ga hune-ni taihuu-de sizum-are-ta.
(ii) Yasai-ga arne-de kusatta,
vegetable-NOM rain-by rotted
Taro-NOM ship-OAT typhoon-by sink- PASS-PAST
'Taro was affected by the ship sinking due to typhoon' 'The vegetable rotted due to the rain'

WHAT APPLICATIVE HEAOS APPLY TO

(21)

a.

Taroo-ga sensoo-ni-yottc musuko-o
sin-ase-la
Taroo-ga war-by
son-ACC
die-CAUSE-PAST
'Taro' s son was caused to die on him by the war'

b.

*Taroo-ga sensoo-ni-yatte musuko-ni
Taroo-ga war-by
son-OAT
'Taro's so n died on him by the war

207

sin -arC-La

die-PASS-PAST

Second, the adversi ty passive. but not the adversity causative, is
compatible with si lUations where there is no cause. For example. in a context
where Taro's father dies of old age, only the adversity passive is natural:
(22)

a.

Taroo-ga

b.

Taro-NOM father-OAT die-PASS-PAST
'Taro was affected by his father dying"
COlli ext: Taro's father dies of natural causes.
#Taroo-ga lilioya-o
si n-ase-la.
Taro-NOM father-ACC die-CAUSE-PAST
'Taro was affected by his father dying"
Context: Taro's father dies of natura! causes.

titioya-ni

sin-arc-tao

Third. the adversity passive combines with a phrase such as katteni 'by
itself/on one's own'. thus patterning with unaccusatives. while the adversity
causative does not:
(23)

a.

b.

c.

Taroo-ga
kalteni
koronda.
Taro-NOM by.self
fell.down
'Taro fell down all by himself
Taroo-ga
musuko-ni kattcni
karob-arc-ta
Taro-NOM son-OAT
by.self
fall.down-PASS-PAST
'Taro was affected by his so n falling down all by himself
??Taroo-ga musuko-o
kalteni korob-ase-la
Taro-NOM son-ACC
by.self fall.down-CAUSE-PAST
'Taro was affected by hi s son falling down all by himself

Thus there is evidence that the causative morphology of the adversity
causative. in fact. spells oul a causative head. No implicit agent is. however,
introduced, which is confirmed by the inability of a by-phrase to specify a
participa1lt of the causing event. rather than the causing event itself.

208
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*Taroo·ga Hanako-ni-yotte yasai-o

kusar-asc-ta

Taroo-ga Hanako-by
vegetable-ACC
rot-CAUSE-PAST
'Tareo was affected by Hanako ' s causing the vegetable to rot '
Thus (s)ase in the adversity causative introduces a causing event but no
external argument. which Pylkkancn 1999 argues to be the universal
interpretation of CAUSE on independent grounds (sec also Baker and
Stewart 1999). The morphology (rJare , o n the other hand. can be taken as
the default spell-out of the verbal category feature of no nactive verbal
functional hcads, 6 Both low and high applicative heads arc spelled out as
(r)are, since they are both verbal heads which do not introduce an agent.
Since a passive Voice head does not introduce an agent into the syntax either
(Kratzer 1994. Embiek 1997). it al so gets the spell-out (rJare but this is all
that adversity pass ives s hare with 'rcal' pass ives. 7

5 Conclusion
In this short paper I have argued that universally there are two different types
of applicative heads: high applicatives. which denote a relation between an
event and an individual, and low applicatives, which denote a relation
between two individuals. High applicatives can in principle combine with
any constituent that describes an event. Low applicatives, on the other hand ,
relate an additional participant to the direct object and hence require
transitivity from their base predicate. Low applicalives al so imply transfer of
possession. and therefore do not combine with predicates that are fully static
(such as hold a bag). In the final section of this paper I showed how this
theory not only accounts for contrasts between Chaga and English type
applicatives. but also for previously unexplained asymmetries between
Japanese adversity passives and adversity causalives.

6 Here I adopt the Distributed Morphology view that verbs and nouns are
structures rather than entities we insert in terminal nodes from the lexicon (Halle and
Marantz 1993 and subsequent work).
7 The lack of ( r )are inside (s)ase in the ad versity causative is here left
unaccounted for but I would take thi s to parallel cases where renexive morphology.
which can also be taken to spell out a nonactive v. is deleted under CAUSE. See
Marantz 1984. Pesctsky 1995 and Lidz 1999.
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